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July 2023 WIC Quarterly Update for Vendors 

Accepting new store applications again beginning September 1, 

2023 
Oregon WIC will resume accepting applications for new stores starting September 

1, 2023. This ends the temporary pause on authorizing new stores while WIC 

vendor team staff were focused on development of our new data system. 

 

As system development and testing continues, we may need to pause new store 

authorizations again at some point in the future. We will notify stores if this needs 

to happen again. 
 

WIC refund, return and exchange policy 
WIC made temporary exceptions to our return and exchange policy during the 

Abbott formula recall. The exceptions are no longer in place. Here is a reminder 

about WIC’s rules regarding refunds, returns and exchanges. 

 

For food or formula bought with WIC: 

• Do not provide a cash refund, in-store credit or gift card. 

• WIC benefits cannot be returned to the WIC card at the store after the 

transaction is complete. 

• Damaged or spoiled foods and formula may be exchanged only for the same 

item. 

• Recalled formulas may be returned or exchanged. Make sure to check 

affected lot numbers and follow manufacturer guidance and any additional 

instructions from WIC. 

• Open and unopen cans of formula that are not tolerated by the baby must be 

returned to the WIC clinic. WIC staff will issue a different kind of formula 

to buy at the store. 

 

When in doubt, follow your store’s return policy and remember to treat WIC 

shoppers the same as other shoppers. Please train all cashiers, store managers and 

customer service staff on how to handle WIC returns and recalls. 
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All WIC-eligible fruit and vegetables must be added to the 

Approved Products List (APL) or mapped to a PLU 
WIC-authorized stores are responsible for keeping the APL updated on all registers 

or WIC terminals to allow WIC shoppers to buy all authorized foods. Failure to do 

this is a violation of your store’s WIC Vendor Agreement. 

 

Packaged and seasonal produce often have UPCs. New produce UPCs need to be 

mapped to a produce PLU (packaged blueberries to standard blueberry PLU) or 

submitted to our office to be added to the APL. If your corporate office is 

responsible for produce mapping, alert them right away if any eligible produce 

items do not ring up for WIC.  

 

Here is information from the WIC food list explaining what types of fresh, frozen 

and canned fruit and vegetables are allowed. 

 

   

 

  


